The level of control you desire -

- Related to the reality and limit of my achievement

The taxation implications of holding the investment through that entity -

- Required tax for the different types of businesses and the why it is compulsory.
- The taxation implications of profit and any future sale of the investment

The funding arrangements -

- How much capital is needed
- How should I invest it
- Where to invest

The administration requirements and costs –

- Of running a business venture
- Determining your skills and capabilities
- Addressing issues of sourcing labour especially in positions either that you cannot do for yourself of simply don’t have the time to do it.

The internal structure i.e., employees

- who will manage the entity.

This assignment would also assist me in decision making, the information needed to make them and the techniques that can assist managers in this important task to have a good understanding of the economic environment in which a business operates. At the end of the assignment I have been able to:

➤ understand the nature of economic activity and the problem of choice
➤ identify the different forms of legal organization of business and evaluate the most appropriate one for different businesses.